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ANTI-NETS II 
(COLLINEATIONS OF ANTI-NETS) 
JAROSLAV LETTRICH, Žilina 
(Received December 16, 1983) 
Summary. This paper is meant as an immediate continuation of the paper "Anti-nets I". 
Its aim is to investigate the so-called collineations of an anti-net. After describing the groups 
of special collineations (the group of translations, the group of homotheties with given centre, 
the group of perspective affinities with given axis), the group of all possible collineations of 
a given anti-net is characterized, making use of the automorphisms of the partition of the group 
of translations of that anti-net. The conditions of existence of the groups of collineations are 
expressed in terms of closure conditions and their algebraic equivalents, discussed in "Anti-
nets I''. 
Keywords: Anti-net, automorphism and collineation of anti-net, translation group, perspective 
affinity, partition of group, equivalence and automorphism of partition. 
Classification AMS: 51A15. 
INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this part of our treatise about anti-nets is the determination of the 
groups of some special automorphisms of an anti-net. By an automorphism of an 
anti-net $t = (P, J£f, (hf),G/) we mean any mapping n: P -> P having the following 
properties: 
(i) n is a bijective mapping; 
(ii) for any line g e ££ there exists exactly one line g' e ££ and exactly one line 
g" e & so that {Xn | X e g} s g' as well as {X*"1 | X e g} c g". 
Moreover, it can be easily shown that any automorphism n of the anti-net $t 
and any line g e <£ satisfy gn = {Xn \ X e g} = g' as well as gn~' = {Xn~l \Xeg} = 
= g". 
The assertions a) — c) follow from the just introduced property of an automorphism 
of $t. 
a) If g = AB (A, B are two distinct points of P) then gn = A*B~. 
b) If Q = a n b (a, b are two distinct lines of S£) then Qn = a* n b \ 
c) For any principal line ht, te I the line h? is also a principal line. For any 
ordinary line g the line gn is also an ordinary line. 
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An automorphism Y of si will be called a collineation of si if for any lines a, b e ££ 
the condition a || b <=> aY || bY is fulfilled. 
The set T of all collineations of the anti-net si together with the operation "the 
composition of mappings" is a group ( r , ). The neutral element of this group is 
the identical automorphism, i.e. the mapping z such that Be = B and g8 = g holds 
for any B e P and any g e ^ . 
Let sf' = (P u h^, <£ u {h^}, (ht)te/u{oo}) be the extension of an anti-net si = 
= (P, <£, (h^gj). Similarly to the case of si, by an automorphism of si' we will 
mean any bijection T i r P u h ^ - ^ P u h ^ with the following property: for any 
g e ^ u {h^} there exists a uniquely determined line g' eS£ u {h^} and a uniquely 
determined g" e S£ u {h^} such that {X* | X e g} c g' as well as {X*"1 | X e g} c 
c g" is true. The automorphisms of the extension si' have properties analogous 
to those of the automorphisms of si introduced above. 
Any collineation y of si induces in a very natural way an automorphism (denoted 
also by y) of si'. Such an automorphism of si' reproduces the principal line h^. 
Conversely, let an automorphismv y of si' with the property h^ = h^ be given. 
The restriction of y to si (more exactly, to P) is an automorphism of the anti-net si 
denoted also by y. Such an automorphism y of si preserves the parallelity relation. 
Hence any collineation of si may be investigated as an automorphism of the exten-
sion si' reproducing the improper principal line h^. Such an automorphism of si' 
will be also called the collineation of the extension si'. The group of all collineations 
of the extension si' of an anti-net si will be also denoted by ( r , ). 
It follows from the property c) of the automorphism of si that the common 
improper point L e h^ of all principal lines h., i e I will be fixed under all collinea-
tions of si'. 
As every anti-net si is a parallel structure in the sense of [1] we will use the same 
terminology as in [1] when studying collineations of anti-nets. We will give a short 
survey of them together with some principal properties of collineations of an 
anti-net. 
Let the extension si' of an anti-net si be given. The collineation TC e T of si' 
fixing every point of some principal line ht will be called an axial collineation. 
The line ht is an axis of n. Obviously the set IIh. of all axial collineations with the 
same axis ht together with the operation "the composition of mappings" is a sub-
group of the group ( r , ). According to Theorem 4.1 in [1], a non-identical axial 
collineation n with the axis h. fixes at most one point not lying on hL. 
A collineation £ e T of the extension si' which fixes every line going through 
a fixed point Z e P u h^ will be called a central collineation with the centre Z. 
Evidently the set of all central collinestions of si' with the same centre Z together 
with the operation "the composition of mappings" is a subgroup of the group ( r , ) 
of all collineations. 
If the axis of an axial collineation n of si' is the improper principal line h^ then 
for any line g e ££, g* || g is true. According to [1], p. 97 the set II of all axial col-
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lineations with the axis h^ (together with the operation "the composition of map-
pings") is a normal subgroup of the group (r, ). 
Let a non-identical axial collineation K with the axis h^ of sd' be given. Then the 
following two cases are possible: either no proper point is fixed under K or K fixes 
a unique proper point Z of s4'. In the first case K will be called a translation, in the 
second K will be called a homothety with the centre Z. The set of all translations 
will be denoted by T, the set of all homotheties with the same centre Z will be 
denoted by IIZ. 
In virtue of Theorem 4.2 in [1], any homothety of stf' with the centre Z is a central 
collineation of stf' with the centre Z. On the other hand, a translation T of $&' need 
not be a central collineation of s£'. If a translation T is a central collineation of s4' 
then it has an improper centre Z. In this case the translation T fixes, in addition 
to the improper line h^, just the proper lines going through Z. Hence a non-identical 
translation T of s4' is a central collineation iff 
1. there exists a proper line g e «£? such that gT = g; 
2. for any other proper line g' € if, g'T = g' <=> g' || g is true. 
A non-identical central translation T of s/', i.e. a non-identical translation T which is 
a central collineation of s/\ may be characterized by: AAT || BBT for all A, B e P. 
The set IIZ of all homotheties of s4' with the same centre Z together with the 
operation "the composition of mappings" is a subgroup of (II, ). On the other 
hand, it is not known whether the set of all translations of s4' is a subgroup of (II, ). 
J. Andre introduced some necessary and sufficient conditions for the set of all 
translations of an affine-parallel structure to be a group. According to [1] p. 97, 
the following implication holds: If the set of all translations of s4' is a group then 
it is also a normal subgroup of the group (II, ). The following result can be proved 
without troubles: If the set of all translatinos of stf' is a group (T, ) then (T, ) is 
a normal subgroup of (T, ). 
In virtue of Theorem 4.4 in [1] any central translation T of stf' is uniquely deter-
mined by its operating on an arbitrarily chosen proper point of s/'. It may be shown 
without difficulties that also any homothety of s4' with a given centre Z is uniquely 
determined by its operating on an arbitrarily chosen proper point of s&' different 
from Z. 
In the extension stt' = (P u h^, ££ u {h^}, (h,),€/u{oo}) of an anti-net s4 the 
statement that any axial collineation is also a central one and conversely (which holds 
e.g. in the case of projective planes) is in general not true (cf. [1] p. 95-96). If the 
extension stf' has a degree ^ 4 and if it possesses the properties (rs), ( D J and (dg) 
then any translation x(Xfit), xe J, a e S \ {0} defined by (3) in Sec. 1 is an axial col-
lineation with the axis h^; but x(Xt(t) is not generally a central collineation. The 
automorphism f0 = (<pt, (p2) of the partition of the group (P, + -f) where (px = id., 
cp2 e Z(E*) (see Sections 3 and 4) is an example of a central collineation of stf' which 
is not an axial collineation of s4' {$$' has a degree ^ 4 and possesses the properties 
(rs), ( D j , (D^), (dg) and (R)). The centre of this collineation is the improper point 
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L = (oo) but if (p2 4= ids then there exists no principal line h., te / u {00} whose 
points are fixed under the automorphism f0, i.e. if (p2 + ids the collineation f0 has 
no axis. 
An axial collineation n ofstf' with the axis ht (1 e / u {00}) which at the same time 
is a central collineation of stf' with the centre Z e P u h^ will be called a perspective 
collineation of the extension s/\ The set of all perspective collineations of s/' 
with the same axis ht and with the same centre Z (together with the operation "the 
composition of mappings", of course) is a group. Using this property of the perspec-
tive collineations of s/' and Theorem 4.1 in [1] we can easily prove: Any non-identical 
perspective collineation n with the centre Z e P u h^ and with the axis ht ( t e / u 
u {00}) is uniquely determined by an arbitrary point B e P, B =j= Z, B £ h. and its 
image Bw, B* + Z, B* £ h, with "ZBBTC". 
As has been shown above there exists no non-identical perspective collineation 
of s4' with the proper axis h. (i e I) and proper centre Z e P . Hence the following 
types of perspective collineations of stf' are possible: 
a) perspective collineations with the improper axis h^ and with an improper 
centre Z e h ^ ; these collineations are central translations of -a/' studied in Sec. 1; 
b) perspective collineations with the improper axis h^ and with a proper centre 
Z e P; these ones are homotheties of s/' with the centre Z described in Sec. 6; 
c) perspective collineations with the proper axis ht and with an improper centre 
Z e h ^ ; they will be termed the perspective affinities ofstf'. They are investigated 
in Sec. 7. 
In section 1 of this work we determine the translation group (T', ) of the extension 
s&' of an anti-net stf. This group operates strictly simply transitively ( = effectively 
and freely) on the set P of all proper points of s4' (see Theorems 1.1 and 1.2). 
With help of the translation group (T', ) of -a/' and the relation (4) we define 
in Sec. 2 a binary operation " + + " on the set P of all proper points of *s/'. Then 
the structure (P, + + ) is a group whose neutral element is the point (/?, 0) (see 
Theorem 2.1). For any line ge££ going through the "zero point" (/?, 0), the set 
of all points of g together with the operation " + + " is a proper subgroup of (P, + + ) . 
The system of these subgroups forms a partition @> of (P, + +) . The left cosets of 
the decompositions of the group (P, + + ) with respect to all components of the 
partition 0> are precisely all proper lines (without improper points) of the structure 
s/' (see Theorem 2.3). 
In Section 3 some groups of automorphisms of groups (S, + ) and (/ ' , + 0 ) of sd' 
are studied (see Lemmas 3.1 — 3.4). 
Section 4 deals with equivalences and automorphisms of the partition &> of the 
group (P, + +) . Theorem 4.1 describes all automorphisms f0 of ^ sending the 
components (PL, + + ) and (P(0), + + ) onto themselves. 
By using the automorphisms f0 of the partition ^ of the group (P, + + ) and the 
translations of the translation group (T', ) of s4\ the group of all collineations 
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of s4' fixing the improper points L = (oo) and (0) = o n h^ is described in Section 5 
(see Theorem 5.1). 
As a special case of these collineations, the transformation formulas for the 
homothety with the centre (ft, 0) = Z are determined in Section 6. Further, the group 
of all homotheties of sd1 with an arbitrary given proper centre Z is described (see 
Theorem 6.1 and Remark 6.1). 
Section 7 is devoted to the characterization of all perspective affinities of si' 
with a given (proper) axis hL (t, e I) and with a given improper centre Z e h^. First, 
all perspective affinities with the axis hfi and with the centre Z = (0) e h^ (as the 
special case of automorphisms f0 = (<p1, (p2) of the partition @> of the group 
(P, + +)) are determined (see Lemma 7.1). Further, in Lemma 7.2 the group of all 
perspective affinities with the axis h^ and with the centre L e h^ is described. The 
perspective affinities with the centres (0) and L form the group of all perspective 
affinities with the axis h^ and the centre Z e h ^ (cf. Theorems 7.1 and 7.2). Using 
the translations of the translation group (T', ) of the extension es/'of the given anti-
-net -a/', the group of all perspective affinities with an arbitrary axis hl9 lei is 
described. 
Section 8 is a continuation of the investigation of the equivalence of automorphisms 
of the partition & of the group (P, + + ) started in Section 4. Let a(y>fl) be a perspec-
tive affinity of AL, a e S where a (ya ) does not belong to the group Aut 0 (^ , P) 
of all automorphisms f0 = (q>l9 (p2) determined in Sec. 4 (see Lemma 8.1). Then a (ya ) 
is also an automorphism of the partition @> of (P, + +) . Moreover, the composition 
of the automorphism f0 e Aut 0(^, P) and the perspective affinity a (ya ) e AL (in this 
order) is an automorphism of the partition &> of (P, + + ) (see Lemma 8.2). By 
interchanging the order of the automorphisms f0 and aly>a) in the composition we get 
new automorphisms of the partition 0 of P(, + + ) (see Lemma 8.3). All such 
compound automorphisms f = f0a(y.a) form the group Aut(^, P) (see Lemma 8.4) 
isomorphic with the group of all automorphisms of the partition @> of the group 
(P, + + ) (see Theorem 8.1). Any collineation y e T of &/' may be expressed in 
terms of the automorphism f = f0«(y.a) e Aut(^, P) and the translation T e T' in 
the form y = f0a(y>a)T (see Theorem 8.2). 
1. TRANSLATIONS OF AN ANTI-NET 
According to the remarks in Introduction we can investigate any translation T 
of an anti-net s4 = (P, £g, (hL)leI) as an axial collineation of the extension s/' = 
= ( P u h^, <£ u {h^}, (ht)lelKj{(X))) with the axis h^ in which either all proper points 
of P are fixed or none of them is. 
In what follows we will always suppose that the extension s#' has the property (r$), 
i.e. the triple (o; jS, y) is its frame and 51 = (S, 0, (a t) t 6 / , ( + L)leJ) is the coordinate 
algebra with respect to the frame (o; /?, y). The index set / o f the coordinate algebra 91 
will be supposed to be / = / \ {/?}. 
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For any element a e S let us define the mapping x(Pta) by the rules 
{Z,y) ^(Z,y+7a) V £ e / , Vj ;eS; 
(fc) i->(fc) VfceS; 
(1) L H->L; 
{fc, q} i-> {fc, q + y a} Vfc, q e S ; 
ht h-> h. VfcG / u {00} . 
Lemma 1.1. Let s4' be the extension of an anti-net s/ of a degree _ 3 having 
the properties (rs) and (D^). Then any mapping x(PtQ), a eS defined by (1) is a central 
translation with the centre L Of stf'. Conversely, any central translation of the 
structure stf' with the centre L satisfies the relation (l)fOr a suitable aeS. 
Proof, a) We will prove that any mapping x(PtQ) defined by (l) is central translation 
of stf' with the centre L. 
If a = 0 then x(po) = £. If a e S \ {0} then (1) immediately implies that x(Pttt) 
fixes any point of the improper line h^ but not proper point. As s4' has the property 
(D^), (S, + ) is a group and hence x(Pttt) induces the permutation of the sets P u h M 
and «£? u {h^}. The mapping x(Pt0) preserves the incidence relation between the points 
and lines of sd' — to verify this fact it is sufficient to use the associativity of the 
addition in the group (S, + ) . Any principal line h., 1 e / is mapped (globally) onto 
itself under the mapping x(Pta). Summarizing these facts we get that for any aeS, x(P%a) 
is a central translation of s/' with the centre L. 
b) Let T be a non-identical central translation of s4' with the centre L. Then the 
second, third, and fifth relation of (1) must be true for T. The translation T is uniquely 
determined by its operating on some fixed proper point of s/'. Let us suppose that 
this point is (jff, 0) with (/?, 0)T = (/?, a), aeS\{0}. We may easily verify by direct 
calculation that T fulfils the first and the fourth relation of (1), too. It suffices to use 
the assumption that s4' has the property (D^). Therefore T = x(P a) for some a e 
e S \ { 0 } . . 
We will denote by TL the set of all central translations x(Pta) with the same centre L 
determined by (1). The composition of two translations x(Pta), x(Ptb) of TL is a trans-
lation x(Pta)x(Ptb) = x(Pta+b)eTL. The operation "composition of central collinea-
tions" has the neutral element £ = x(Pt0) — the identical collineation. The inverse 
mapping to the translation x(p>a) e TL is again a translation, viz. T ^ ^ = x(Pt-a) e TL. 
As (S, + ) is a group ($$' has the property (D^)), the composition of translations 
of TL is associative. Thus we have obtained 
Lemma 1.2. Let the extension s4' of an anti-net s£ of a degree _ 3 have the 
properties (rs) and (D^). Then the set TL of all central translations x(P>a), a e S 
determined by (1) together with the operation "the composition of mappings" 
is a group (TL, ). 
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Now let the extension s/' of an anti-net s/ have the properties (rs), ( D j and (dg). 
According to the corollary of Theorem 4.1 in [4] the formulas 
(Z,y) ^ ( * + o £ , y ) V « 6 / f VyeS; 
(k) h->(fc) V k G S ; 
(2) L ^ L ; 
{k, q} h-> {k, (k) <JX + q} Vk,qeS; 
ht i->hx+ol V / e / ; 
hco ^ h ^ 
correctly define a mapping T(Xf0), K G / . 
Lemma 1.3. Let the extension s/' of an anti-net s/ of a degree _ 4 have the 
properties (rs), (D^) and (dg). Then any mapping x(Xf0), xe I defined by (2) is 
a central translation of s/' with the centre Z = (0). Conversely, any central 
translation of s/' with the centre (0) satisfies the relations (2) for some xe I. 
Proof, a) We will prove that any mapping T ( „ 0 ) defined by (2) is a central transla-
tion of s$' with the centre (0). If x = ft then x(Pt0) = c. If x e / = / \ {/?} then the 
relations (2) imply that the mapping x(x0) fixes any point of the improper principal 
line h^ but no proper point. From the properties (rs), (Dw) and (dg) of the structure 
sd' and from the corollary of Theorem 4.1 in [4] it follows that T („J0) is a bijective 
mapping of the sets P u h M and <£? u {h^}, respectively. The permutation T(X>0) 
preserves the incidence relation between the points and lines of s4'. If e.g. a point 
(<!;, y) lies on a line {k, q} and therefore (k) G% + y = q then its image (x + 0 £, y) 
lies on the line {k, (k) <JX + q}. In fact, (k) <JX+0^ + y = (k) (<JX + <J4) + y = 
= ((k) <JX + (k) <J4) + y = (k) GX + ((k) <J% + y) = (k) GX + q. (We have used the 
relations (9), (7) and Theorem 4.1 in [4] and finally, the associativity of the addition 
in the group (S, +)). The other cases of the incidence of points and lines are obvious. 
It follows from the axiom (at) in Sec. 2 of [4] that the mapping T ( ^ 0 ) reproduces 
every line {0, q}. Summarizing these results we obtain that for any index xe I the 
mapping x(Xt0) is a central translation of s/' with the centre (0) e h^. 
b) Let T be a non-identical central translation of s/' with the centre (0) e h^. 
Then x satisfies the second, third, and sixth relations of (2). The translation x is 
uniquely determined by the image of a given proper point of s/'. Let e.g. (jS, 0)T = 
= (x, 0), x e I\ {/?}. By a simple calculation we can verify that T fulfils the remaining 
relations of (2) as well, it suffices to use the properties (D^) and (dg) of the structure 
s4'. Thus T = T (X)0) for some index xel\{p}. u 
Let us denote by T(0) the set of all central translations x(Xt0) with centre (0) e h^ 
determined by the relations (2). The composition of two translations T („ )0 ) , T(A>0) e T (0) 
gives the translation T(X)0)T(A>0) = TCA+OXJ0) G T(0). The neutral element of this com-
position is T(/J,O) = £, the inverse translation to T(X,0) e T (0) is the translation T(~ |0) = 
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= T(_ x 0) e T(0) where — 0x is the opposite element to the element x in the group 
(/',+;)', ( / ' = / u {/?} = /). 
Lemma 1.4. Let the extension si' of an anti-net s4 of a degree = 4 having the 
properties (rs). (D^) and (dg) be given. Then the set T(0) of all central translations 
T ( .* f0 ) , ^
 e I determined by (2) together with the operation "composition of mapping'9 
is a group (T(0), ). 
The result of the composition of two central translations T, T' of the structure si' 
with different centres is, according to Theorem 4.4 of [1] and its corollary, again 
a translation. However, we do not know if it is necessarily a central translation. 
Using Theorem 4.5 of [1] we get that TT' = T'T. 
Let T(j?ffl) e TL and T(XJ0) e T(0) be two central translations of the structure s4' 
with the centres L and (0), respectively. Let us put T(Xffl) = %fa)T(Xf0) = T(Xf0)T(/9ffl). 
For the mapping T(Xjfl) we have 
(Ly) H - > ( * + 0 £ y + a) V«eJ, VyeS; 
(fc) ^(k) , VfceS; 
(3) L ^ L ; 
{fc, q] h-> {fc, (fc) a„ + q + a] Vk, q e S ; 
ht i-*K+eL Vfce / ; 
We can verify without troubles that the mapping T(x>a), x e I, a e S is indeed a translation 
of the structure si', i.e. that it induces permutations of the sets P u h^ and ££ u 
u {h^} preserving the incidence relation between the points and lines and fixing 
each point of the improper principal line h^ but no proper point (in the case (x, a) #-
*(/>,0)). 
Using (3) we have 
{ - ( * K \ «}*<"••> = { - ( a K \ ( - ( a K > „ + q + a} = 
= { - («KS -(«)«" ̂ ) + q + a} = 
= { - ( f l K \ - a + a + q} = {-(a)o;\q}. 
In virtue of Theorems 4.2 and 5.2 of [4] we may conclude: If the structure s4' has, 
in addition to the properties (rs), (D^), (dg), also the properties (Dfi) and (R) then 
any line { — (a )a~\q} *s invariant under the translation T(x$fl), ^ G / , aeS\{0}. 
Hence we obtain 
Theorem 1.1. Let si' be the extension of an anti-net si of a degree = 4 having 
the properties (rs), (D^) and (dg). Then any mapping T(Xf(l), xe I, a eS determined 
by (3) is a translation of the structure si'. 
If x = P then T ( /M) is a central translation with the centre Leh^. Ifa = 0 then 
T(„f0) is a central translation with the centre (0) e h^. If x #= /?, a =# 0 and moreover 
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s/' has the properties (Dp) and (R) then t(x>a) is a central translation with the centre 
Z = (-(a)cr;1)eh00. 
Let us denote by T' the set of all translations T(x>fl), x e /, a e S of the extension s4' 
of an anti-net s£ determined by the relations (3). Composing two translations 
T(X,«)> t(A>5) e T' we again get a translation Tu>fl)x(Affr) = x(x+oXfa+b)eT. The neutral 
element of this composition is T(/?)0) = £ - T'. The inverse translation to T(r<tfl) e T' 
is the translation T(~*a) = T(_oX,_fl) e T'. For any two proper points (%, a), (A, b) e P 
of the structure «s/' there exists exactly one translation T a V ) _ f l + t ) e T ' carrying 
the point (x, a) into the point (X, b). Hence we arrive at 
Theorem 1.2. Lel the extension s/' of an anti-net stf of a degree ^ 4 having the 
properties (rs)', ( D j and (dg) be given. Then the set T' = {T(xa) \xe I, a eS) 
of all translations of the structure s/' determined by (3) together with the operation 
"the composition of mappings'" is a group (T', ). The group (T', ) operates freely 
and effectively on the set P 0f all proper points of the structure «a/\ 
Remark 1.1. The group (T', ) from Theorem 1.2 will be called the translation 
group of the extension -a/' of an anti-net s&. The extension s/' from Theorem 1.2 
is an extended translation structure with the translation group (T', ) in the sense 
of [2]. The problem is whether T' is the set of all possible translations of the structure 
«$/'. Certainly, we always have T' _= T. If all possible translations of s4' form the 
group (T, ) then T = T'. 
Using the results of [2] on translation structures and Theorem 4.2 of [4] we get 
the following theorem 
Theorem 1.3. Let sd' be the extension of an anti-net s/ of a degree ^ 4 having 
the properties (rs), ( D j , (Dp), (dg) and (R). Then a) the translation group (T, ) 
of the structure s4' is abelian and stf' is an extended central translation structure; 
b) the translation group (T', ) is the group of all translations ofs/', i.e. T' = T. 
2. THE PARTITION OF THE GROUP OF PROPER POINTS OF si' 
Let the extension -a/' of the anti-net s4 have a degree _ 4 and let it possess the 
properties (rs), ( D J and (dg). According to Theorem 1.2 we may correctly define 
the binary operation "+ + " (the so-called addition) on the set P of all proper points 
of s/' as follows: 
Let (x, a), (X, b) be two points of P, then we put 
(4) (x, a) + + (X, b) = (x, a)T^b> = (X +o x, a + b). 
As for any point (x, a)eP the identity (x, a) = (j5, 0)T(*'a) is true, we have (x. a) + + 
+ + (A, b) = (x, a)T<A'b> = (j?, 0)T(*'a) T(A'b>. Consequently, the mapping T' -> P, 
T(x,o) ^ (x> a) is a n isomorphism of the translation group (T', ) onto (P, + + ) . 
Hence (P, + +) is a group. Thus we have 
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Theorem 2.1. Let $/' be the extension of an anti-net $4 of a degree = 4 having 
the properties (rs), ( D j and (dg). Then the set of all proper points of the struc-
ture s4' together with the operation " + + " defined by (4) is a group (P, + + ) 
with the neutral-zero element (ft, 0). 
If besides the properties (rs), (Dro) and (dg) the structure stf' has also the properties 
(Dp) and (R) then according to Theorem 4.2 in [4], (P, + + ) is an abelian group. 
Defining the product of a "scalar" x e / ' ( / ' = / u {/?} = /)and an element (£, y)eP 
by the formula (£, y) m x = (£, o x, (y) ux) we establish that (P, + + ) has, moreover, 
the structure of a vector space over the skewfield (/ ' , + 0 , o, p, y). The axioms of the 
vector space may be verified without troubles. Moreover, if m denotes the dimension 
of the vector space (S, + ) over the skewfield ( / ' , + 0 , o, ft, y) from Theorem 5.4 
in [4] then the dimension of the vector space (P, + +) is m + 1. Thus we have 
proved 
Theorem 2.2. Let the extension stf' of an anti-net s4 of a degree = 4 have the 
properties (rs), ( D j , (Dp), (dg) and (R). Let m denote the dimension of the vector 
space (S, + ) over ( / ' , +OJ o, />, y). Then the group (P, + + ) of all proper points 
of s4' is a vector space over the skewfied ( / ' , + 0 , o, JS, y). 
Let the extension s4' have a degree _ 4 and let it posses the properties (rs), (D^) 
and (dg). We will determine the partition &> of the group (P, + + ) of all proper 
points of s/'. By a partition of a non-trivial group (G, + ) with the neutral element o 
we mean a system ^ of proper non-trivial subgroups of the group (G, + ) such that 
any element of (G, + ) different from the neutral element o belongs to exactly one 
subgroup of ^ . The subgroups of (G, + ) are the so-called components of the parti-
tion &. 
Let us denote by PL the set {(/?, x) | x e S} of all proper points of the principal 
line h^ e ££. Further, let 
P w = { ( f , J>) | {e / , yeS, (k ) r j ,+ j ; = 0} 
be the set of all proper points of the line g = {k, 0} e££. It may be easily shown 
that (PL, + + ) as well as (P(fe), + +) , k e S are proper subgroups of (P, + +) . The 
point — the element (£, y)e P — belongs to the subgroup (PL, + + ) iff £ = p. 
The element (£, y) e P is contained in a subgroup (P(fc), + +) , k e S iff v = — (k) cr̂ . 
In the sequel, let us put 
(5) ^ = { ( P L ) + + ) } u { ( p ( t ) ; + + ) | / c 6 S } . 
Theorem 2.3. Let $4' be the extension of an anti-net $4 of a degree _ 4 having 
the properties (rs), ( D j and (dg). Then the set 0 defined by (5) is a partition of 
the group (P, + + ) of all proper points of the structure $4'. The left cosets of the 
decomposition of (P, + + ) with respect to the components of the partition 0 are 
exactly all the proper lines (without improper points) of $4'. 
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Proof. The theorem follows from Theorem 2.1, from the considerations before 
Theorem 2.3 and from Theorem 1.3 in [2]. Let U = (P(Jk), + +) , k e S be a component 
of the partition @> of the group (P, + + ) defined by (5) and let (£0, y0) e P b e a proper 
point of &/'. Then the left coset of the decomposition of (P, + + ) with respect to U 
U + + (fo, yo) = {(«, - ( * ) a{) | { e /} + + (fo, yo) = 
= {(Z0 + Z,-(k)<Js + y0)\t;eI} 
is an ordinary line {k, q} e££, q = (k) a^0 + y0 (without the improper point (k)). u 
Remark 2.L Let the extension s/' of an anti-net s/ of a degree ^ 4 have the 
properties (r$),.(D00), (Dfi), (dg) and (R). Then the partition 0* of the group (P, + + ) 
defined by (5) consists of the vector space (S, + ) over the skewfield (J', +o J o, /?, y) 
and of all one-dimensional subspaces of the vector space (P, + + ) over (/ ' , +OJ o, /?, y) 
which are not subspaces of (S, + ) . 
3. AUTOMORPHISMS OF THE GROUPS (S, + ) AND (/', + 0 ) 
Let the extension s/' of an anti-net s/ a degree = 3 and let it possess the properties 
(rs),(D^),(D^) and (R). Let S* = {<JL \ieJ}. According to Theorem 5.2 in [4], 
(S*, ) is a group with the neutral element ay. It follows from Theorem 3.2 in [4] 
that any permutation a t, i G / i s an automorphism of the group (S, +)..Hence (£*, ) 
is the group of automorphisms of (S, +) . 
We will denote by Aut(S, + ) the group of all automorphisms of the group (S, +) . 
Evidently 2* £ Aut(S, + ) . Let us denote by Z(S*) the centralizer 
{cp G Aut(S, + ) | ^oL = atcp, Vat e £*} of the set S* in the group Aut(S, + ) , i.e. the 
set of all automorphisms cp e Aut(S, + ) commuting with any automorphism a t G S*. 
The next lemma is well known from the group theory (see e.g. [3]). 
Lemma 3.1. The centralizer Z(E*) 0f the set E* in the group Aut(S, + ) is a sub-
group of the group Aut(S, + ) . 
Let N(Z*) denote the normalizer {i]/e Aut(S, + ) | V J / ' ^ ^ G S * , \/<jLeI,*} of the 
set S* in the group Aut(S, + ) , i.e. the set of all automorphisms \|/ G Aut(S, + ) for 
which ity~1<jly\f G S*, Vat G S* is true. The next result is again well known from the 
group theory (see e.g. [3]). 
Lemma 3.2. The normalizer N(I*) 0f the set S* in the group Aut(S, + ) is a sub-
group of the group Aut(S, + ) . Moreover, the groups (L*, ), (Z(E*), ) and (Z(L*) . 
. 2*, ) are subgroups of the group (N(2*), ) where Z(2*) . 2* = {cpat | q> e Z(_£*), 
a t GS*}. 
Now let the extension s/' of an anti-net s/ have a degree = 4 and let it possess 
the properties (rs), (D^), (Dp), (dg), (R). By virtue of the results from Sections 4 
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and 5 in [4], (/ ' , + 0 ) is an abelian group (cf. Theorem 4.2 in [4]) and (/, o) is a group 
(cf. Theorem 5.2 in [4]). Let us define the mapping Rt for each index i, i e / by 
(6) / ' - > / ' , £>->(£) R, = « o « . 
Lemma 3.3. Each mapping Rt, i e J is an automorphism of the group ( / ' , + 0 ) . 
Proof. According to part a) of Lemma 5.1 in [4] and the relation (13) in [4], 
P o i = P holds for any index i e / . Since (/, o) is a group, each mapping Rt, i e J, 
is a permutation of / ' , / ' = / u {/?} = /. Finally, part b) of Lemma 5.4 in [4] 
implies that for any two indices £, ^ e / ' we have 
(f + 0 rj) R, = (f + 0 rj) o i = { o i + 0 >/ o i = ({) Rf + 0 (n) R, . H 
Analogously we can define the mapping L, by 
(6r) / ' - > / ' , £:-*({)L, = i o f 
and prove 
Lemma 3.4 Each mapping L t, t e / is an automorphism of the group ( / ' , + 0 ) . 
4. THE EQUIVALENCE AND THE AUTOMORPHISM OF THE PARTITION &> 
OF THE GROUP (P, + + ) 
In [5] W. Seier defined an equivalence of an partition & of the group (G, + ) as 
a permutation f of the set G fulfilling the following conditions: 
(a) If U is a component of the partition ^ , then (U) f is a component, too; 
(b) (U + x) f = (U) f + (x) f is true for each element x e G and for each com-
ponent U e&. 
He regarded the automorphism f of the group (G, + ) as an automorphism of 
the partition <& of (G, +) , if this automorphism was simultaneously an equivalence 
of the partition ^ . He determined the group of all collineations of a translation 
structure associated to the group partition ^ . 
Let the extension -a/' of an anti-net «c/ of a degree = 4 have the properties (rs), 
(D^), (Dp), (dg), (R). We shall determine some automorphisms of the partition 9 
of the group (P, + + ) of all proper points of the structure s/' (&> is determined in (5)). 
As P = {(£, y)\€el, yeS}, any ordered pair f0 = (cpl9 cp2) of automorphisms cpx 
of the group (/ ' , + 0 ) and cp2 of the group (S, + ) is an automorphism of the group 
(P, + + ) , which means: if f0 = (<plf q>2), (pieAut(J
f, + 0 ) , cp2eAut(S, + ) then 
f0 G Aut(P, + +) . 
We shall establish the condition under which the automorphism f0 = (cpx, (p2) 
of (P, + + ) is an equivalence of the partition 9 of (P, + +) . 
Let U = (P(fe), + +) , keS, be an arbitrary component of the partition 9 and let 
(£,y)eP be some of its points different from (jS, 0) (i.e. y = — (fc)ae, £ =f= /?). 
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Applying the automorphism f0 of (P, + + ) we get (£, y) f0 = ({, -(fc)a^)f0 = 
= ((£) (px, — (k)u^2) as well as (U) f0 = (P(lV), + +), k! e S. The automorphism f0 
becomes an equivalence of the partition 0* iff it possesses the properties (a), (b). 
According to (a) we obtain 
(£, y) f0 e (U) f0 , i.e. (fc') a(<*)9l = (fc) o ^ for any element fc e S. With respect 
to (b), Construction 2.1 in [4] and Definition 2.3 in [4], for any fc e S we necessarily 
have 
(fe0 <*<y)f i = (k) 92 , i.e. k' = (fc) 9 2 ^ . 
This equality and the previous one give 
(k) <P2^i^(€)f! = (k) °<?2 • 
The last equality holds for any fc e S, hence 
and therefore 
( 7 ) G to f i = ^ ( y ) f l < P 2
1 ^ < P 2 -
Using the results of the previous section we get that the automorphism <p2 must 
belong to the normalizer N(E*) of the set E* in the group Aut(S, +). 
Consequently, the automorphism cpx of the group (/', +0) is uniquely determined 
by (7) and by the element (y) (p1 = X9 X e / In fact, the automorphism (p2 of the 
group (S, +), cp2eN(2*), uniquely determines the permutation (p1? q ^ : / ' - » / ' , 
£ i-+(£) 9i, fixing the element /J and sending 7 to X. Moreover, (7) is fulfilled. The 
permutation (pt is an automorphism of the group (/', +0) since for any fceS we 
have 
(fe) < P2^ j f l ^« + . , ) f l = (fc)<*« + ..i<P2 = [k)o&z + (fe)<y,<P2 = 
= (fc) <P2^iiCT(«)fi + (fc) 92<fy)Va0l)fi = W^^ii^fi+.^fi • 
In this calculation we have used the properties (rs)9 ( D j , (Dp)9 (dg)9 (R) of the 
structure •52/', the relations (9) and (7) from [4] and the assumption (p2 e N(2*). 
Since any point (/?, y) e PL satisfies 
(P,y)*o = ((P)*i, (y)vi) = (P,(y)<f2), 
ft is a neutral element of the grqup (/', +0) and (pt is an automorphism of this group, 
hence (U) f0 = U is true for component U = (PL, + +) of the partition 0
>. This 
means that the condition (a) of the eqiuvalence f0 is fulfilled iff (7) is true. 
It remains to verify whether the automorphism f0 = (cp1? cp2), cp2 eN(Z*) of the 
group (P, + +) fulfilling (7) satisfies also the condition (b) of the definition of the 
equivalence. Let U = (P(Jk), + +), fceS, be an arbitrary component of 0> and let 
(U)f0 = (P(A/)5 + + ) , fc'eS be its image under the automorphism f0, i.e. fc' = 
= (fc) <P2a(y)9i- Further, let (rj09 y0) e P be an arbitrary proper point and (tj09 y0) f0 = 
= ((*1o) <Pi> (yo) 92) 1ts image under the automorphism f0. Then 
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U + + («70, y0) - {(*lo +o & - ( * ) cr. + j>0) I { e / ' } ; 
(U) f0 = {((€) 9i, -(*0 *«>,.) | * e /'} = {((0 <P„ -(fc) ^ W * . ) I « e /'} , 
and also 
Hence 
(u) fo = {((0<Pi. -(k)o&2)\ter}; 
(U) fo + + (lo. yo) fo = {(flo) <Pi +o (£) <Pi, -(fc) <VP2 + (-Vo) 92) I £
 e ' ' } = 
= {((^o +o 0 <Pi, ("(fc) ae + y0) cp2 K
 e J') = ( U + + (fo, yo)) fo . 
In the case U = (PL, + + ) the previous considerations become simpler. Thus we 
have proved 
Theorem 4.1. Let the extension si' 0f an anti-net si of a degree = 4 have the 
properties (r$), ( D j , (Dp), (</g), (R). Then the automorphism f0 = ((pl9 cp2), cpt e 
eAut( / ' , + 0 ) , cp2eAut(S, + ) of the group (P, + + ) is simultaneously an auto-
morphism of the partition @> of the group (P, + + ) defined by (5) if and only if 
(p2 e N(L*) and (px is determined by (7). 
Remark 4.L The set of all translations of the structure si' from Theorem 4.1 
is the support of a group (T, ) where T = T' (see Theorem 1.3). According to the 
remarks made in Introduction the group (T, ) is a normal subgroup of the group 
(T, ) of all collineations of si'. By virtue of Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.5 in [5] the 
set of all automorphisms f0 = ((p1? cp2) of the partition 0* of (P, + + ) from Theorem 
4.1 coincides with the set of all equivalences of the partition 0* in which the com-
ponent (PL, + + ) and (P(o), + + ) maps onto itselves, respectively. 
5. THE GROUP OF ALL COLLINEATIONS OF THE EXTENSION si1 
OF AN ANTI-NET si FIXING THE IMPROPER POINT (0) 
Let si1 = ( P u h^, ££u {h^}, (h.),e/u(oo}) be the extension of an anti-net si 
of a degree ^ 4 having the properties (r$), (D^), (D^), (</g) and (R). In accordance 
with Theorem 1.3 all translations of the structure si* form a group (T, ) where 
T = T' denotes the set of all translations defined by (3). According to the remarks 
in Introduction the group (T, ) is a normal subgroup of the group (T, ) of all col-
lineations of the structure si'. 
The relation (4) defines an operation " + " onto the set P of all proper points of 
the structure si'. In virtue of Theorem 2.1, (P, + + ) is a group isomorphic to the 
translation group (T', ). The set of all proper points of lines of si' going through 
the point (j8, 0 ) G P together with the operation " + + " is a proper subgroup of the 
group (P, + +) . Theorem 2.3 implies that all such subgroups form the partition 0* 
of the group (P, + + ) defined by (5). 
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Any equivalence f0 of the partition 0> of the group (P, + + ) — cf. Sec. 4 — is 
a collineation of -a/' fixing the point (/?, 0) e P (as follows from Theorem 2.3 in [5]), 
and obviously also the point L e h^. All collineations of the structure s#' which 
fix the points (j3, 0 ) e P and L G h^ form a group — a subgroup of (T, ). Any auto-
morphism f0 = (cpl5 cp2) of the partition &> of (P, + + ) described in Theorem 4.1 
is a collineation of s/' fixing the points (/?, 0) e P, L e h^ and (0) e h^. Conversely, 
any collineation of the structure s&' with fixed points (P,0)e P, L G h^, and(0) G h^ 
is an automorphism f0 = (cpl9 (p2) of the partition 0> of (P, + + ) . Let us denote 
by Aut0(^\ P) the group of all automorphisms f0 = (cp1? cp2) of the partition 0> of 
the group (P, + + ) . According to Theorem 4.1 we have 
(8) Aut 0 (^ , P) = {f0 = (<plf q>2) | 9 l G Aut(/', + 0 ) , cp2 e N(Z*) , 
Let r ( 0 ) denote the set of all collineations of the structure &/' fixing the improper 
points L, (0) G h^. It may be easily verified that the translation group (T', ) of s4' is 
a normal subgroup of the group (r ( 0 ) , ). Part c) of Theorem 2.4 in [5] gives 
r ( 0 ) = Auto(0>, P ) . T' ; 
i.e., the group (r ( 0 ) , ) of all collineations of s&' fixing the points L, (0) G h^ is the 
subdirect product of the group Auto(0\ P) and the group (T' ). (The notion of the 
subdirect product of groups is known from the group theory, see e.g. [3].) Sum-
marizing these results we get 
Theorem 5.1. Let srf' be the extension of an anti-net s/ of a degree = 4 having 
the properties (r$), (DM), (Dp), (dg) and (R). Then any collineation 5 G r ( 0 ) of s£
f 
with fixed improper points L, (0) G h^ may be uniquely expressed in the form 
5^= f0x 
where f0 = ((p1? (p2) G Aut0(^\ P) is an automorphism of the partition 0* of the 
group (P, + + ) , Aut0(^, P) is given in (8) and x G T' is a translation defined by (3). 
Proof. The correctness of the assertion of the theorem follows from the previous 
consideration and some results in [5]. u 
6. HOMOTHETIES OF AN ANTI-NET 
According to remarks made in Introduction, any homothety of the extension s4' 
of the anti-net s4 is an axial collineation with the improper axis h^ and the proper 
centre Z. We may consider the homothety with the centre Z = (ft, 0) of s/' also as 
an equivalence of the partition 0> of the group (P, + + ) mapping any component 
of &> onto itself. 
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Any component U = (P(fe), + + ) of the partition & of (P, + + ) is mapped onto 
itself by the equivalence f0 = (q>i> <Pi)> <Pi e Aut(/', + 0 ) , q>2 e N(I*), i.e. 
(U)f0 = ( P ( n , + + ) = (P(fc), + + ) =
 U 
if and only if k' = fc, othervise 
(fc) 9 2 ^ ) ^ 1 = * > i-e- 92 = a(v)9i • 
Using (7) we get 
a(£)<Pi = ^ q n V l a ^ 2 = <tyP2 = a<*a(y)<Pi = a^(y)<Pi ' 
therefore (£) q>x = £ 0 (7) <px. If for example (7) (px = X, then 
(«) <Pi = * ° A = («) RA , <p2 = aA • 
If the element (y) (pt = X runs through all elements of the index set / , we get in this 
way all homotheties of s4* with the centre Z = (/?, 0). The relevant transformation 
formulas for these homotheties x^, X e / have the form 
(Ly)^(ZoX,(y)ox) V £ e / , Vy e S ; 
(fc) H->(fc) VfceS ; 
L H + L ; 
(9) {Kq}^{k,(q)cjx} Vfc,geS; 
h^ i-> h^ ; 
hoo ^ h o o ; 
h, t-> hloX V, 6 / . 
All homotheties x^, X e /determined by (9) form a group (n ( / M ) , ) with the neutral 
element xy = c. Thus we have proved the following theorem: 
Theorem 6.1. Let sd' be the extension of an anti-net stf of a degree _ 4 having 
the properties (rs), (D^), (D^), (dg) and (R). Then any mapping xA, X e J defined 
by (9) is a homothety of the structure sd' with the centre (/?, 0). The relations (9) 
determine all homotheties of -a/' with the centre (j8, 0). These homotheties form 
a group (FL(po), ) with the neutral element z. 
Remark 6.1. Any homothety x of the structure -s/' with the centre Z = (1, x) e P 
may be uniquely expressed as the product 
* = T0,x)XAT(J,;c) 
where x(ltX) e T' and xA, X e J is a certain homothety from n(/?>0). Hence the set of 
all homotheties of the structure sd' with the centre Z may be described by 
"•(i,x) = T(t,x)H(0,O)T(t,jc) • 
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7. PERSPECTIVE AFFINITIES OF AN ANTI-NET 
Let the extension s/' = (P u h^, ££ u {h^}, (ht)teIvj{oo}) of an anti-net si have 
a degree >4 and let it possess the properties (r$), (D^), (Dp), (dg) and (R). Theorem 
4.1 determines all automorphisms f0 of the partition ^ of the group (P, + +) of si'. 
If, moreover, the automorphism f0 = (<plf cp2) fulfils the condition q>2 = ids then 
according to (7), 
a (£ )9 i = a()0<PiaS — a(y>9i°£ 9 
i.e. (£) (px = (y) cpx o £ is true for any element f e / ' . If for instance (y) (px = k, 
Ae/then({)<Pi = ^°£ = (^)LA. 
We will denote by a(A>0) the automorphism f0 of the partition 0> of the group 
(P, + +) with this property. We easily verify by direct calculation that the transforma-
tion formulas for the mapping a(A>0) have the form 
(£,y) »->(Ao{j) V £ e / , Vj/eS; 
( M *->(P9y) VfceS; 
(fc) ^ ( ( ^ a j 1 ) VfceS; 
(10) L ^ L ; 
{ M } ^ * ) * ! 1 , * } Vfc,aeS; 
h^ i-> hp ; 
h, r->hAot W e / . 
It is immediately seen from (10) that any mapping a(A0), k e / fixes any point of the 
principal line hfi and that it reproduces any line {0, q\e££,qeS. Thus any mapping 
aa,o)> ^ e / determined by (10) is an axial collineation with the axis hfi and simul-
taneously a central collineation of s/' with the centre (0) e h^ — a perspective affinity 
of s/'. The image of the point (y, 0 ) e P under the perspective affinity a(A>0), k e / 
is the point (k, 0) e P. 
Let us consider the set A(0) of all perspective affinities a(A>0), k e / determined by 
the relations (10). Let a(A>0), a(Al>0) be two elements of A(0), then their composition 
a(A,0) a(M,0) = a(jioA,0) e A ( 0 ) 
is a perspective affinity. Evidently the affinity a(y)0) = E is the neutral element of A(0). 
Finally, the inverse element to the perspective affinity a(A>0) e A(0) is the perspective 
affinity a(A-i>0) e A(0). Therefore the set A(0) together with the composition of map-
pings is a group (A(0), ). 
Lemma 7.1. Let si' be the extension of an anti-net si of a degree ^ 4 having 
the properties (rs), ( D j , (Dp), (dg) and (R). Then any mapping a(A 0), k e J defined 
by (10) is a perspective affinity of si' with the axis hps££ and with the centre 
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(0) e h^. All such perspective affinities form a group (A(0), ) with the group opera-
tion "the composition of mappings" and with the neutral element a(y>0). The 
relations (10) define exactly all perspective affinities of the structure s/' with the 
axis hp and the centre (0) e h^. 
Proof. We shall only prove the last assertion of the lemma. The other assertions 
were established by the considerations before Lemma 7.L Thus, let a be a non-
identical perspective affinity of the structure s4' with the axis h^ and with the centre 
(0) e h^. Then a fulfils the second, fourth, sixth and seventh relations from (10). 
According to the remarks made in Introduction the perspective affinity a is uniquely 
determined by its action on one proper point which does not lie on the axis hfi. 
Let us suppose that (y, 0)" = (X, 0), X e J\ {y}. It is a routine matter to verify that a 
fulfils also the other relations of (10). Hence any non-identical perspective affinity a 
is a mapping a(A>0) for some k e J\ {y}. If a is the identical collineation then a = 
= a(y,0)- • 
Now let the extension sJ' of an anti-net s/ have a degree ^ 3 and let it possess 
the properties (rs), (D^) and (Dp). Our aim is to describe all perspective affinities 
of this extension -a/' with the axis h^ and with the centre L = hfin hx. It has been 
repeated several times in this work that any perspective affinity of s/' is uniquely 
determined by its action on one proper point of s/' that does not lie on the axis 
of this affinity. Let a(y,fl), a e S \ {0} denote the non-identical perspective affinity 
of s/' with the axis hpe£P and with the centre L e h ^ sending the point (y, 0 ) e P 
onto the point (y, a) e P. The perspective affinity a(y>a) maps any line {k, k} e££, 
fceS going through the points (y, 0) and (j8, fc) e h^ onto the line {fc', fc}, k'eS 
containing the points (y, a) and (fi,k)ehfi. Therefore, according to Lemma 2.1 
in [4] we get 
(fc') ay + a = fc i.e. fc' + a = fc so that fc' = fc — a . 
If the point (£, j ; ) e P lies on the line {fc, fc}, i.e. (fc)cr̂  + y = fc, then its image 
(£> / ) e P in the perspective affinity a (ya ) lies on the line {fc — a, fc}. Hence 
(fc - a) (J^ + y' = fc = (fc) rj£ + y 
and 
y' = (a) ci£ + y . 
Thus we have proved the transformation formulas for the perspective affinity a(y>a), 
a ES: 
( Ц ) 
($,y) i-*(Ç,(a)at + y) V £ є / , Vjм 
(ß,y)^(ß,y) Vj>єS; 
(k) Һ-> (fc — a) VfcєS; 
L !->L; 
{fc, q} Һ-> {fc - a, q} Vfc, q є S ; 
h t h->ht V . є / u { o o } 
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Using the relations (11) we immediately obtain that for a = 0 the perspective affinity 
a(y>0) is an identical collineation. 
Reversing the processes described above we may prove that any mapping a(y>a), 
aeS defined by (11) is a perspective affinity of sd' with the axis hp and with the centre 
L e h^ sending the point (y, 0) onto the point (y9 a). 
Let us denote by AL the set of all perspective affinities a (ya), a e S determined by 
the relations (11). The composition of two perspective affinities a(y>fl), a(y b) e AL 
is a perspective affinity again, more exactly, 
a(y,a) a(y,b) = : a (y ,6 + a) e ^ L • 
The neutral element of this composition is the perspective affinity a(y,o)
 e AL and 
the inverse mapping to the perspective affinity a(y>a) e AL is the perspective affinity 
a(y>_a) e AL. Thus we have proved 
Lemma 7.2. Let the extension stf' of an anti-net stf of a degree g: 3 have the 
properties (r$), (D^) and (D0). Then any mapping a(y>fl), aeS determined by the 
relations (11) is a perspective affinity of the structure s£' with the axis hfi and 
with the centre L e h ^ . By the relations (11) all such perspective affinities are 
determined. The set AL of all perspective affinities together with the operation 
"the composition of mappings" is a group (AL, ) in which the neutral element 
IS a(v,0) = E* 
Remark 7.1. Let us consider the extension st' of an anti-net stf with a degree = 3, 
having the property (r$). In section 1 we have proved that all possible perspective 
collineations with the axis h^ and with the centre L e h^ — the central translations 
T(/*,«). aeS — exist in s/' if and only if s4' has the property (D^) (see Lemma 1.1). 
Similarly, all possible perspective collineations with the axis hp and with the centre 
L e h ^ - the perspective affinities a (ya), a e S — exist in s&' if and only if s4' has 
the properties (D^) and (D^). Finally, it may be verified by a simple calculation that 
all possible perspective affinities with the axis hy (or with the axis ht, be / u {oo}) 
and with the centre L e h ^ exist in s4' if and only if s£' has the properties (D^), 
(Dp) and (Dy) (s4' has the property (D), respectively). About the properties (Dy) 
and (D) see Section 3 in [4]. 
It follows from the previous considerations that the validity of the minor Desargues 
condition of a certain type in *$/' is equivalent to the existence of all possible perspec-
tive collineations whose axis is the corresponding principal line and whose centre is 
the common point L of all principal lines. 
Now let the extension stf' of an anti-net have a degree = 4 and let it possess the 
properties (r$), ( D J , (Dp), (dg) and (R). Let a(A>0) e A(0), k e / , and a(y>a) e AL, 
a G S be the perspective affinities with the axis h^ and with the centres (0) e h^ and 
L e h ^ defined by (10) and (11), respectively. Composing these mappings (in the 
given order) we get the mappinga(A>0)a(y>a) = a(Aa) in which 
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(12) 
( í , У) *-*• Џ ° É, (a) стAo? + y) V £ є / , V ^ є S ; 
(MИM V ľ є S ; 
(fc) . - ( ( f c ) ^ - 1 - a ) V f c є S ; 
L ь-»L; 
{fc, «}'-*{(fc)стГ1 - «>«} Vfc, cj є S ; 
hø i-* h д ; 
hoo ' - > h 0 0 ; 
h, н» h Л o t V . є / 
is true. 
Composing the same mapping in the reversed order we get the mapping 
a (y,a) a (A,0) = a(A,a) ? 
such a mapping satisfies e.g. (£, j ) i -> ( lo £, (a) a,- + j;) Vf e / , Vj; G S. Hence 
aa,a) + a(A,a) a n d consequently the composition of the given perspective affinities is 
not commutative. 
The mapping a(Aa), Xe J, aeS determined in (12) is obviously an axial collineation 
of -a/' with the axis h^. The improper point (fc0) e h^, fc0 G S is a fixed point of the 
collineation a(A>a) if and only if (fc^a^
1 — a = fc0 or 
(13) (fcoK + (a)aA = fc0-
The axiom (a4) of Definition 2.1 (the definition of the admissible algebra) implies 
the existence of the element k0eS fulfilling the relation (13). According to Construc-
tion 2.1 in [4], we may determine it as the intersection point 
(13') ko = ^^(y,0)(X,(a)cjx). 
The collineation a(Aa) reproduces any line {fc0, q) e££, q e S so that the improper 
point (fc0) G h^ is its centre. Consequently, any collineation a(Aa), X e J, aeS is 
a perspective affinity of the structure -£/' with the axis hfi and with the centre Z = 
= (fc0). The element k0eS fulfilling (13) is determined by (13'). The perspective 
affinity a(Aa) sends the point (y, 0) G P to the point (X, (a) aA). 
Theorem 7.1. Let the extension s/' of an anti-net &t have a degree — 4 and let 
it posses the properties (rs), ( D j , (D^), (dg) and (R). Then the mappings a(A>a), 
Xe J, a eS defined by the relations (12) are exactly all perspective affinities of $/' 
with the axis hp and with the centre Z G h^. At the same time, we have 
a) if X = y then the centre of the perspective affinity a(ya), a eS is the improper 
point L; 
b) if a = 0 then the centre of the perspective affinity a(A>0), Xe J is the improper 
point Z = (0); 
c) if a =t= 0 and X 4= y then the centre of the perspective affinity a(A a), aeS, 
Xe J is the improper point Z = (fc0), k0eS determined by (13'). 
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Proof. We will prove that all perspective affinities of -a/' with the axis h^ and the 
centre Z = (fc0) are determined by relations (12). The other statements follow from 
Lemma 7.1 and 7.2. 
Let us consider a perspective affinity a of the structure s4* with the proper axis hp 
and with the improper centre Z = (fc0), fc0 e S \ {0}. As any perspective collineation 
of s4' with a given axis and with a given centre is uniquely determined by its action 
on one point different from the centre and not lying on the axis of this collineation, 
hence also the perspective affinity a is uniquely determined e.g. by the point (y, 0) 
and its image (y, 0)* = (X, (a) CTA), X e J\ {y}, a e S \ {0}. The cases X = y, a = 0 
are discussed in Lemmas 1.2, 1.1, respectively. The points (y, 0), (X, (a)crA), (fc0) 
are collinear,'thus (fc0) CTA + (a) CTA = fc0 is true, that is, fc0 + a = (fc0) CTJ
1. 
The perspective affinity a determined in this way sends the line {0, 0} e & (con-
taining the points (j3, 0), (y, 0) e P) onto the line {-a, 0} e-£? (going through the 
points (jS, 0), (X, (a) CTA)). For this reason the image of the improper point (0) e h^ 
under a is the improper point ( — a)eh00. 
The perspective affinity a(yi_a) e AL given in (11) maps the point (X, (a) CTA) onto 
the point (X, ( — a)rjA + («)CTA) = (X, 0) and sends any line { — a, q)e£f, qeS 
onto the line {—a — ( — a), q) = {0, q). Therefore the image of the improper point 
(— a) e h^ under the perspective affinity a(jI _a) is the improper point (— a — ( — a)) = 
The composition of the perspective affinity a with the perspective affinity a(yj_a) e 
e AL (in this order) is the axial collineation aa(y>_a) of s/' with the axis h^. Such an 
axial collineation maps the point (y, 0) to the point (X, 0) and reproduces any line 
{0, q} e ££, q eS. It means that aa ( y _ a ) is a perspective affinity of s/' with the axis 
hp and with the centre (0) e h^ mapping the point (y, 0) to the point (X, 0), that is 
This yields 
hence 
a a ( ľ , - « ) ~~ a(A,0) Є A ( 0 ) 
a a ( ľ » - я ) a ( ľ , - я ) ~" a ( Я , 0 ) a ( ľ , - a ) 9 
a = a( (A,0)a(ľ,a) 
as (AL, ) is a group and a("y>
1_a) = a (y>a). 
We may conclude: There exist X e J and a eS such that the relations (12) hold for 
any perspective affinity a of s/' with the axis h^. u 
Theorem 7.2. Let the extension s£' of an anti-net stf have a degree = 4 and let 
it possess the properties (rs), ( D J , (Dp), (dg) and (R). Then the set Ahp of all 
perspective affinities of stf' with the axis hp and with the centre Z lying on the 
improper principal line h^ together with the operation "the composition of 
mappings" is a group (Ah/), ), in which the neutral element isz. 
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Proof. According to Theorem 7.1 any perspective affinity a of s4' with the axis h^ 
and with the centre Z lying on the improper principal line h^ is determined by the 
relations (12) for suitable X e J, a e S, i.e. a = a(Afl). 
Let a(Aa),0L(fltb) e Ah/> be two perspective affinities of s4' with the axis hfi and with 
the centres Zx = (kj), kt e S, Z2 = (k2), k2 e S, and let (k^ a^
l — a = kl5 (k2) a~
l — 
— b = k2, respectively. 
Composing such two perspective affinities (in the given order) we obtain the map-
ping 
<*(p,c) = a(A ,a)a(/i,b) e A h ^ 
where 0 = \i o X, c = b + (a) a"1, i.e. a perspective affinity from Ah/J again. Its 
centre Z = (k3) eh^ fulfils the equation 
(fe3)C-(fc + (a)a;1) = fe3 
or equivalently 
(fes) cr#. + (&) ̂  = (^3) ^ I 1 - « • 
Let us remark that the element k3 e S fulfilling the last equation is uniquely de-
termined. This statement follows from the axiom (<x4) of Definition 2.1 in [4]. 
The neutral element with respect to such composition is the identical collineation 
£ = a(y0). The inverse element of the perspective affinity a(Ajfl) e Ahfi is the perspective 
affinity a(/x>ft) e Ahf} with \i = A"
1, b = — (a) aA. The composition of such perspective 
affinities of s4' is not commutative, therefore (Ah/}, ) is not an abelian group. m 
Remark 7.2. Let s4' be the extension of an anti-net s4 of a degree ^ 4 having 
the properties (rs), ( D j , (Dp), (dg) and (R). Any perspective affinity a of s4' with 
the axis ht, i e I and with the centre Z = (k0) e h w may be uniquely expressed in 
the form 
a = T(t ,0)a(A,a)T( i ,0) 
where T(1>0) e T' and a(A>a) is a suitable perspective affinity of Ahj9. Thus the set Ahl 
of all perspective affinities of s4' with the axis h£, te I satisfies 
Ahi — x(iio)^\\p
x(i,. 0) 
8. THE GROUP OF ALL COLLINEATIONS OF AN ANTI-NET 
In Section 4 we have investigated equivalences and automorphisms of the partition 
&> of the group (P, + +) of all proper points of the extension s4' of an anti-net s4 
of a degree = 4 having the properties (rs), ( D j , (Dfi), (dg) and (R). It follows from 
the results of Section 5 that the automorphisms f0 = (cpi, cp2) e Aut0(^, P) are 
exactly all collineations of s4' fixing the points (ft, 0) e P, (0) e h^ and obviously 
also the point L e h^ (the point Leh^ is a fixed point with respect to any col-
lineation of s4'\ 
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Now we will characterize the group Aut(9, P) of all automorphisms f of the 
partition 9 of the group (P, + + ) , i.e. the group of all collineations of the structure 
s£' fixing the points (/?, 0) e P and L e h^. 
Lemma 8.1. Let the extension s/' of an anti-net s/ of a degree _ 4 have the 
properties (rs), (D^), (Dp), (dg) and (R). Then any mapping a(y>fl) e AL, aeS defined 
by the relations ( l l ) — i.e. any perspective affinity of s4' with the axis hp and with 
the centre L e h^ — is an automorphism of the partition 9 of the group (P, + +) . 
Moreover, a(y>a) £ Aut0(^, P). 
Proof. Let a e S be an arbitrary element of S and let (£, x), (t], y) be two arbitrary 
points of P. Then the mapping a(y>fl) satisfies 
((£, *)++ (i, y))"iv>a) = (n +o«, x + y)"<-> = 
= (t] + 0 £, (a) a„+o5 + (x + y)) = (rj + 0 {, (a) (a, 4- a{) + x + y) = 
= (-7 +o S, (a) a, + (a) a5 + x + y) = (t] + 0 {, (a) a,. + x + (a) a, + y) = 
= (£, (a) a5 + x) + + (IJ, (a) a, + y) = (£, x)«<"«> + + (r\, y)*™ 
which means that a(yjfl) is an automorphism of the group (P, + +) . 
Moreover, the mapping a(y>fl) is a perspective affinity with the axis hp and with 
the centre L e h ^ . This implies that the point (P, 0) e h^ is a fixed point with respect 
to a(y>fl) and any component U = (P(k)9 + + ) will be sent onto the component 
U' = (P(fc-a)j + + ) under the mapping a(y>fl). Thus the automorphism a(yjfl), a e S 
fulfils the condition a) from the definition of equivalence of the partition of a group 
(see Sec. 4). Applying Theorem 2.3 we get that a(y>fl), a e S fulfils also the condition b). 
Hence any mapping a(y>fl), a e S is also an automorphism of the partition 9 of the 
group (P, + +) . The image of the component (P (0 ), + + ) e 9 under the mapping 
a(y>fl) a e S \ { 0 } is the component (P (_^, ++)e9, consequently a(yjfl) $ 
$Aut0(9,P). m ' 
Lemma 8.2. Let the extension s4' of an anti-net s& of a degree _ 4 have the 
properties (rs), (D^), (Dp), (dg) and R(). Then the result of composition of auto-
morphisms f0 = (cpl5 (p2) G Aut 0 (^ , P) and a(y>fl)eAL, aeS is again an auto-
morphism f = f0a(y>fl) of the partition 9 of the group (P, + + ) of all proper 
points of s£'. The automorphisms f = f0a(y ta) fixes the points (j5, 0 ) e P and L e h^ ; 
the image of the point (0) e h^ is the point ( — a) e h^ . 
Proof. Composing the automorphisms f0 and a(y>fl) of the group (P, + + ) we 
get an automorphism of (P, + + ) again. Any equivalence of the partition 9 of the 
group (P, + + ) is a collineation of the structure -a/' fixing the points (P,0)eP,Leho0. 
For this reason, composing two equivalences of the partition 9 of the group (P, + + ) 
we get an equivalence of the partition 9 again. This equivalence fixes the points 
(P, 0) G P, L e h^. The automorphism f0 e Aut 0 (^ , P) maps the point (0) e h^ 
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onto itself while the automorphism a(ya) e AL maps this point onto the point 
(-a)eho0. u 
Lemma 8.3. Let the extension si' of an anti-net si of a degree _ 4 have the pro-
perties (rs), (Do,), (D^, (dg) and (R) and let the automorphisms f0 = (<plf (p2) e 
e Aut0(^, P), a(y>a) e AL, aeS of the partition &> of the group (P, + +) be given. 
Then there exists exactly one automorphism a(y>6) e AL, beS such that 
a(y,a)*0 = "Oa(y,fc) • 
Proof. Composing the automorphisms a(y$a)eAL, aeS and f0 = (<Pi, (p2)e 
e Aut0(^, P) we get an automorphism a(yja)f0 for which (£, y)« -̂«)
fo = (£, (a) â  + 
+ y)fo = ((£) (p1$ (a) â cp2 + (y) (p2) is true for any proper point (£, y) e P. If we put 
b = (a) 9 2 ^ - , i.e. a = (b) o^^cpj1 , 
then 
({> ^(-...tb = ( ( § ) ^ ( 6 ) <-<,„.->-'e^p, + (j>) cp2) = 
= m «PI. (^ ?«>-. + oo ^ 2 ) = ( ( o 9i, 00 <p2Y<^ = («. ?)*•*•". 
It is sufficient to use relation (7) for the proof of these equalities. 
If we consider the automorphism a(y>fl)f0 as a collineation of the structure si
1 
fixing the points (/?, 0) e P, Leh^ then for any improper point (k) e hm, keS 
we have 
(*)«<-"» = (fc - of = ((fc - a) 9 - a ^ ) = 
= ((fe) 92 '̂riV. - (a) <P2C«V) = ((fe) ^ W * . " b) = 
= ((fc)(p2a(-r)
1
<pi)^,.., = ( f c ) W . . , 
(we have used the results of Section 4). u 
Let F = {f = f0a(y>a) | f0 e Auto(0>, P), a(y>a) e AL} 
be the set of all automorphisms f = foa(y,fl) of the partition 0> of the group (P, + +) 
which are products of automorphisms f0 = (q^, q>2) e Aut0(^, P) and a(yffl) e AL, 
a e S of the partition &> of (P, + +). 
Lemma 8.4. Let the extension si' of an anti-net si have a degree _ 4 and let 
it possess the properties (rs), ( D j , (D0), (dg) and (R). Then (F, ) is a group with 
the neutral element £. 
Proof. First of all we shall prove that for any two elements f = f0a(yta), f" = 
= foa(y,*)> a9beS of the set F their product f'f" belongs to the set F, too. Obviously 
f'f" = (f0a(yffl)) (f0a(yfb)) = fo(
a(y,a)fo) a(y,b) = Woa(y,a'))a(y,b) = 
= (*ofr)) (a(y,a')a(y,b)) = *Oa(y,c) G ^ 
(we have used the associativity of the composition of all automorphisms of the 
partition 0> of (P, + +), Lemmas 7.3 and 7.2 and the fact that Aut0(^, P) is a group). 
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Now we shall prove: If f = f0a(y>a) e F then also f
 l e F. Using Lemmas 7.2 and 
8.3 and the fact that Auto(0>, P) is a group we obtain 
f = (foa(y,a)) = a(y,a)'0 = a(y,-a)fO = foa(y>a')
 e P • 
Thus (F, ) is a subgroup of the group Aut(^, P) of all automorphisms of the parti-
tion &> of (P, + + ) and c is its neutral element. u 
Theorem 8.1. Let the extension s£' of an anti-net si have a degree _ 4 and let 
it have the properties (r$), ( D j , (D0), (dg) and (R). Then (F, ) is a group of all 
possible automorphisms of the partition 0 of the group (P, + +) , i.e. 
(F, ) = Aut(^, P) . 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that any automorphisms f e Aut(^ , P) may be 
expressed in the form f = f0a(y>a) where f0 G Aut 0(^ , P) and a(y>a) G AL. 
Let f G Aut(£P, P) be an automorphism of the partition ^ of (P, + + ) mapping 
the component (PL, + + ) e £P onto itself and the component (P (0), + + ) G & onto 
the component (P(a), + + ) G £**, a G S. If we consider the automorphism f as a col-
lineation of si' then f fixes the points (/?, 0) G P, L e h ^ and the point (0) e h^will 
be sent ot the point (a) e h^. The mapping - the product fa (ya), where a(y>a) e A L -
is also a collineation of si' having (/?, 0), L and (0) as its fixes points. With respect 
to the results of Section 5 we have 
fa(y,a) = f 0GAut 0(^ , P) 
as (AL, ) is a group, hence f = fo^ay But Lemma 7.2 gives a(~>a) = a(yi_a), hence 
f = *Oa(y,-a) G P-
We have proved that Aut(0>, P) _= F; according to Lemma 8.4 we get that F c 
_= Aut(0>, P), therefore Aut(0>, P) = F. u 
Let again si' be the structure from Theorem 8.1. According to this theorem any 
collineation of si' fixing the points (/?, 0) e P and L G h^ is a product of two col-
lineations, the first of which fixes the points (fi, 0), L, (0) while the second is a perspec-
tive affinity a (ya), a e S with the axis h^ and the centre L e h^. Using Theorem 2.4 
in [5] we obtain the following 
Theorem 8.2. Let the extension sif of an anti-net si of a degree ^ 4 have the 
properties (rs), ( D j , (Dp), (dg) and (R). Then any collineation y e T of si' may 
be expressed in the form 
y = f0a(y,a)* 
where f0 = (<pl5 q>2) is an automorphism of the partition @> of the group (P, + +) , 
a(y>fl) G AL is a perspective affinity with the axis hfi and with the centre L G h^ and 
xeT' is a translation from the translation group. The group (T, ) of all collinea-
tions of si' is a subdirect product of the group Aut(0>, P) of all automorphisms 
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of the partition 0> of (P, + + ) and of the translation group (T\ ), i.e. ( I \ ) = 
= Aut(^>, P) . (T\ ). 
Proof. The correctness of the theorem follows from Theorems 8.1 and 2.4 in [5] 
and from the remarks made in Introduction. m 
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Súhrn 
ANTI-NETS II 
(Collineations of anti-nets) 
JAROSLAV LETTRICH 
Tento článok bezprostředné nadvázuje na článok „Anti-nets I". Je věnovaný vyšetrovaniu 
kolinácií antisiete. Sú tu popísané najprv grupy špeciálnych kolineácií (translačná grupa, grupa 
homotétií s daným stredom a grupa perspektivných afinit s danou osou). Potom pomocou 
automorfizmov rozdelenia translačnej grupy antisiete je popísaná aj grupa všetkých možných 
kolineácií tejto antisiete. Podmienky existencie jednotlivých grup kolineácií sú vyjádřené pomocou 





В статье, непосредственно продолжающей статью „Антисети I", рассматриваются коллинеа­
ции антисетей. В ней описаны прежде всего группы специальных коллинеации (группа пере­
носов, группа гомотетий с данным центром и группа перспективных аффинит с данной осью). 
После того с помощью автоморфизмов разделения группы переносов антисети описана также 
группа всех коллинеации антисети. Условия сущестования этих групп коллинеации выражены 
условиями замыкания и их алгебраическими эквивалентами, приведенными в „Антисети I". 
Ашког'з аййгеаз: 010 01 ЙНпа, Магха-Еп§е15а 15 (У808 ГакиИа РЕОаЗ). 
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